An experienced dermatologist shares what he’s learned about
setting up an effective dispensing program.

By Joel Schlessinger, MD
Omaha, NE

W

hen I started my practice 11 years ago, cosmetic
dermatology was in its infancy. I performed sclerotherapy and collagen injections, but glycolic
peels were still rarely found in a dermatologist’s
office. In terms of becoming involved in cosmetic
dermatology, one of the first things I decided to do was to
look into the process of selling product lines in the office.
From a small beginning of carrying one line and eight products, the office has progressed to carry over 30 lines and 3,000
products. Based on my first-hand experience, this article
details some of the dos and don’ts of in-office product sales
and dispensing.
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Before discussing the “how’” of dispensing, it is important
to state the importance of believing in dispensing if you choose
to dispense. It can be a very effective way to provide the patient
with the ability to match a product you believe will help them
rather than having the patient fend for themselves at the cosmetics counter. This will ensure that they are aware of and have
access to products that, for example, contain stronger strengths
of glycolic acids, are reliably hypoallergenic formulas, or are
non-fragranced or colored.
After witnessing numerous instances of unscrupulous claims
by high school educated counter salespeople (“This cream will
change you dramatically overnight!”) at department stores, I
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became convinced that it was imperative to provide truth in the
sales of products to patients. This was my main impetus for
selling products.

Finding a Product Line

With the amazing options in product lines dispensed primarily in dermatology offices (Obagi, exCel AFAs, SkinMedica,
SkinCeuticals, etc.), there are myriad choices of product lines.
Our first efforts to find products included calling several companies we saw advertising in dermatology magazines and asking
them to ship an assortment of full-sized products to the office.
Most were quite willing to do this, and we gave the products to
the staff to try out and give feedback. We were initially looking
for two main areas of interest: wrinkles and acne. Since our initial efforts, many products have become available for other conditions such as rosacea, keratosis pilaris, and eczema. The principle remains to find a product that is disease-specific and that
you feel works well.
Once we found a product line, we made sure that each staff
member tried it out and, preferably, used it. With very few
exceptions, our staff members continue to use products we sell
from our office.

Starting Small

The first purchase I made was for a total of 72 products in eight
product lines, which were stored in my garage and doled out by
me as I went to work each day, depending on sales the previous
day. I quickly realized that I needed to allocate space in the
office for product storage, rather than storing products in my
home.
Storage space need not be huge, but it does need to be
secure and relatively climate-controlled. Currently, we allocate
a rather large storage area—which is locked at all times—for
our products, but generally a medicine sample area is perfectly
suited for products. Importantly, you should not allow many
people to have unsupervised access to these areas. When my
office started dispensing, we commingled the sample area with
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products, and it worked out very well until we needed more
space.
I would recommend starting with one product line that you
have personally used and add products gradually, as warranted.
Prior to adding our first product, as noted earlier, I had my entire
staff at the time try out the product. I also had my wife and parents test the products as well. This due diligence gave us the ability to see how the product worked and allowed the staff to feel
comfortable explaining its virtues to patients.
We chose the product line of Dr. Marvin Klein, the inventor of exCel Amino Fruit Acids (AFAs), as this product was
effective for a variety of skin conditions and the company was
quite willing to help us with our questions and suggestions.
Times have changed since 1993. Now there are hundreds of
dermatology-specific products available, rather than the five
lines available when we first started dispensing, but the advice
to start out small remains valid. You must know your product
and believe in it or your patients will sense otherwise and realize you are selling for personal gain rather than the ability to
provide a good product at a good price for their use.

Inventory

Inventory is an important concern and something that must be
handled effectively and regularly. We count products each
month and have sales slips for each sale. We retain all slips in
case we need to do a manual inventory.
When you start out, it will be easy to do inventory, but as
you progress in sales, inventory may become more challenging.
Without regularly monitoring inventory, however, there is a
significant chance you will experience shrinkage (theft), either
by employees or poor sales techniques.
Many computer programs are available for inventory control, but we use a simple Excel spread sheet and have a computer trail of products via our proprietary billing system. For each
and every sale, we enter a code for the product and then, at the
end of the month, are able to reconcile this with the actual
inventory.
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Inventory management is also important to avoid running
out of products. In the initial phases of your product sales, it
will be easy to know how many products you have, but as you
grow it will become much more difficult to keep track of product availability without proper inventory systems.

To Incentivize or Not

Nearly every practice selling products has to make the decision
whether employees receive bonuses for sales. Additionally, the
practice must decide whether to sell products to employees or
simply give them away. These decisions can make or break a
practice’s ability to effectively sell products, and the importance
of sound choices in these matters can’t be understated.
In our practice, we have always given the backbone of our
products to our staff at no charge. The ‘freebies’ don’t include
makeup or some of the more exotic lines we sell, but anything
we regularly promote to patients we give to the employees at no
charge or at cost. The fact that most companies will gladly supply a good share of the product to us at little or no charge
makes this policy easier.
We do ask that the employees keep track of what they
receive by telling our office manager. This also helps us keep
our inventory more accurate.
Bonuses for selling can easily spur sales, but I have found it
only detracts from the ethics of the process and tends to make
the team work against each other rather than together. On
occasion, I will bonus our employees if we have an extremely
good month of sales, but I will always make sure to provide the
bonus to the whole team rather than to one individual. I don’t
make a habit of offering these benefits in order to keep it a special reward rather than an expected “bonus.”
Additionally, bonuses can add an undesirable mercenary
relationship for the nurse who may be explaining the products.
Despite the fact that this is commonplace in the day spa and
aesthetician world, in the nursing field it is sometimes considered demeaning to work to sell products for a bonus.
Interestingly, many of our nurses are phenomenal at sales, and
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since they personally believe in the products we sell, they feel
comfortable explaining the various advantages to patients and
can do so very effectively.
Those of you who have aestheticians or who are considering
adding an aesthetician to your practice in order to sell more
products may have to work on a bonus method, but that is
something that typically is worked out before hiring an aesthetician. I find, personally, that nurses are excellent at explaining the virtues of products, and since they are in the room with
the patient to explain the medications, it is easier to handle
both product and medication at the same time.

Other Aspects of Retailing

Next month I will discuss several other issues of dispensing,
including taxes, product selection, how to choose one company over another, and the mechanics of the sale.
Dr. Schlessigner is Clinical Director of Research for exCel AFA’s and an advisor to
SkinMedica. He has no other potential conflicts of interest.

For more information on products mentioned:
exCel AFA

(800) 453-5150
www.xlafa.com

Obagi

(800) 636-7546
www.obagi.com

SkinMedica

(866) 867-0110
www.skinmedica.com

SkinCeuticals

(800) 811-1660
www.skinceuticals.com
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